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.............This court in ACTO V. M/s Swastik Agencies(supra), had an 

occasion to consider a case where battery which was fitted into a Motor Car and 
this court, after taking into consideration few of the judgments, held that same 
rate is to be applied on sale of batteries as that of a motor Car, though there was 
a finding that the batteries which are to be fitted in Motor Cars can be used for 
other diverse purposes then too, this court came to the conclusion that a nominal 
sale be that as it may of such batteries could not alter the nature of the 
transaction, whereas in the instant case there is a specific certificate of the Army 
Authority that the said battery can only be used as a part/integral part of RCRs, 
addmittedly entire sale is to the ARMY only and for specific use alone. 

In the case of Vikas Traders V. The State of Gujarat (supra), the court took 
into consideration as to whether batteries were component parts and there was a 
finding that batteries were being used for tractors as well, and tractor being not 
motor vehicle, therefore, claim of the Revenue was that different rate would 
apply, however, the court analysing the provisions, came to the conclusion that 
battery specifically falls as component part even though it has been used in a 
tractor and thus directed to apply the same rate. 

The Allahabad High Court in the case of Tudor India Limited V. State of 
U.P.2014 SCC Online All 11944, had also a occasion of considering sale of 
automotive batteries and held that battery is an essential component for the 
functioning of tractor and is an integral part of tractor and, therefore, the same 
rate was required to be applied. 

The Allahabad High Court in the case of Commissioner of Sales Tax V. 
Banaras Battery Works 1981 U.P.T.0 974, had an occasion to consider whether 
battery is an accessory or a part and it held that while an accessory has been held 
to be an article which is used for convenient and smooth functioning, whereas a 
battery caanot be said to be an accessroy rather a vehicle is not complete without 
battery as the vehicle cannot operate without a battery, therefore, battery is a 
component part of motor vehichie and held that same rate is applicable. 

The judgment in the case of State of Uttar Pradesh & Anr. V. Kores(India) 
Ltd. (supra) was relating to ribbon used in a typewriter, and the court found as 
finding of fact that it was an accessory and not a part of typewriter(unlike spool), 
though it may not be possible to use the latter without the former. The apex 
court also found that typewriters are being sold in market without a typewriter 
ribbon and, therefore, typewriter ribbon si not an essential part of typewriter so 
as to attract a lower rate of tax, and facts are distinguishable as in the instant 
case it is an integral part of RCR and cannot be separated. 

Taking into consideration the aforesaid and for the reason assigned, the 
claim of assessee, in my veiw, appears to be just and proper and the rate of 4% 
was rightly paid by the assessee and is not required to be interfered with. The 
petition succeeds and the order of Tax Board dt 28.03.2012 is reversed." 
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